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Abstract—Users can easily find the pages they are seeking by
clustering the web pages of search results obtained using a
search engine. The vector space method is often used to cluster
web pages. However, the method that has been conventionally
used has low clustering accuracy and high computational cost.
In this study, we propose a method to solve these problems. We
assume that the words that appear near the search term have a
high degree of importance. We then try to solve the problems
by considering the distance to the search term in the text. We
conducted verification experiments in Japan for Japanese
search terms. The results confirmed that the proposed method
considering the distance to the search term in the text has
higher clustering accuracy and lower computational cost than
the conventional method.

of a movie are mixed in the search results. Clustering
classifies them by content, and users can easily find the
desired pages.

Index Terms—Information retrieval, search engine, web
clustering, web mining.

Fig. 1. Example of web page clustering.

However, the vector space method that has been
conventionally used has three problems. First, clustering
Search engines such as Google and Yahoo! are generally accuracy is low. It is necessary to calculate the importance of
used to search for web pages on the Internet. However, words when using this method, and the tf-idf method that is
pages with the information sought by the user do not appear commonly used lacks accuracy [10]. We use using
in higher rank in the search results [1]. Some words have co-occurrence information of words [18], [19] as reference
semantic ambiguity and polysemy, so even if users enter the and by using a new indicator of importance, we seek to
search term with some intent, pages that differ from the improve clustering accuracy. Second, the computational cost
is high [4], [9], [20]. When using all words that appear at least
intent may appear in the search results.
To resolve this, clustering web pages of search results once on every page with the vector space method, the number
obtained by the search engine has been proposed [2]-[6]. of words is enormous. Users require a fast response in their
One of the methods of the clustering web pages, a method web search. By reducing the number of words [20], we hope to
that vectorizes web pages using the vector space method [7], reduce the computational cost. Third, the user cannot
calculates their similarity, clusters them, and classifies them determine the contents of the cluster without checking some of
for each content has been proposed [8]-[12]. The vector its pages. Thus, we propose a method that automatically
space method is used mainly in text mining [13]-[15] and presents words that represent the characteristics of each
information retrieval [16], [17]. The method represents the cluster [9], [16].
In this study, we propose a method to solve these three
contents of a document by a feature vector based on the
degree of importance of words used in it and calculates the problems. First, we attempt to resolve the low clustering
similarity with other documents. Highly similar documents accuracy by using a new indicator of importance that consists
belonging to the same group are considered. Then, by of the distance to the search term in the text and tf-idf. We
replacing documents with the text in web pages, Web pages believe that this new indicator is effective based on the
hypothesis that words that appear closer to the search term
can be clustered.
Fig. 1 presents an example of web page clustering. If the represent more clearly the meaning of the search term used in
search term "speed" is entered in a search engine, pages for the page. Second, we attempt to resolve the problem of high
“speed test” of line speed, “speed” of card game, and “speed” computational cost by using only words that are close to the
search term with the vector space method. Third, we attempt
to solve the problem that users must spend time determining
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each cluster.
Section II describes the proposed method. Section III
discusses verification experiments to confirm the
effectiveness of the proposed method. Section 4 presents our
conclusions.

II. THE PROPOSED METHOD
In this section, we describe the conventional vector space
method of web page clustering [8], and the proposed method
that solves the three problems of this conventional method.
This study solves the problems of the conventional
method mainly by using the distance to the search term in
the text. We define the distance to the search term as follows.
The distance to the search term is calculated for each
sentence. The words in the sentence that contains the search
term are distance “0”, those in the next sentence are distance
“1”, and those in the sentence after that are distance “2”. The
distance for the word that appears in more than one sentence
is the shortest of the distances. An example of distance to the
search term "speed" is presented below. The following
itemization is obtained by dividing a document into
sentences. Numbers are indicated at the beginning of each
sentence.
1) In November 1994, Fox Video released Speed on VHS
and LaserDisc formats for the very first time.
2) Rental and video sales did very well and helped the
film's domestic gross.
3) The original VHS cassette was only available in
standard format at the time and in 1996 Fox Video
re-released a VHS version of the film in widescreen
allowing the viewer to see the film in a similar format
to its theatrical release.
4) In 1998, 20th Century Fox Home Entertainment
released Speed on DVD for the very first time.
5) The DVD was in a widescreen format but, other than
the film's theatrical trailer, the DVD contained no
extras aside from the film.
6) In 2002, Fox released a special collector's edition of the
film with many extras and a remastered format of the
film.
7) Fox re-released this edition several times throughout
the years with different covering and finally, in
November 2006, Speed was released on a Blu-ray Disc
format with over five hours of special features.
The search term “speed” appears in sentences 1, 4, and 7.
Therefore, words in sentences 1, 4, and 7 are distance “0”.
Words appearing in sentences 2, 3, 5, and 6 are distance “1”.
For example, “VHS” in sentence 1, “DVD” in sentence 4,
and “Blu-ray” in sentence 7 are distance “0”. Rental" in
sentence 2 and “widescreen” in sentence 5 are distance “1”.
Here, “VHS” is distance “0” because “VHS” appears in
sentence 1, which is distance “0”, and in sentence 3, which is
distance “1”. The shortest distance (“0”) is the distance for
"VHS."
A. Words Used for the Vector Space Method
The conventional method gets the text of each web page,
splits the text into words and identifies their parts of speech
using morphological analysis, and uses all the necessary
parts of speech for the vector space method.
However, the proposed method selects only words for

which the distance to the search term is x or less from all
necessary parts of speech and uses them for the vector space
method. In Section III, we will determine an appropriate value
for x and change x accordingly. This method will reduce the
number of words based on the hypothesis that only words that
appear close to the search term can represent the meaning of
the search term used in the page. Thus, it is expected that
clustering accuracy will not decline and that computational
cost will be reduced.
B. Importance of Words
When vectorizing web pages using the vector space method,
it is necessary to calculate the importance of words. The
conventional method calculates the importance of words using
the tf-idf method. Tf assigns greater importance to a word that
appears more frequently in a document. For example, (1)
calculates tf (D,T) for word T in document D.
(1)
Idf assigns greater importance to a word that appears in
fewer documents. For example, (2) calculates idf (T)for word
T. Here, N is the number of all documents, and df (T) is the
number of documents in which word T appears.
(2)
Tf-idf consists of tf and idf. (3) calculates tf-idf(D,T) for
word T in document D.



(3)

However, the proposed method uses a new indicator of
importance that consists of the distance to the search term in
the text and tf-idf. (4) calculates the importance used in the
proposed method. Here, R is the distance to the search term,
and y is the degree of importance for the distance. In section 3,
we will determine an appropriate value for y, and change it
accordingly.



(4)

We expect that clustering accuracy using this method will
be higher than that using the conventional method based on
the hypothesis that words that appear closer to the search term
represent more clearly the meaning of the search term used in
the page and are important.
C. Extraction of Words that Represent the Cluster
With the conventional method of simply clustering web
pages using the vector space method, a user must determine
the contents of a cluster by checking some pages in the cluster.
For this problem, it is said a method that automatically
presents words that represent the characteristics of each
cluster after clustering is effective [9]. We make it easier for
users to understand the characteristics of each cluster by using
the same method. This study presents three words that appear
on more than half of all pages in each cluster and have the
highest importance as words that represent the characteristics
of each cluster. Fig. 2 presents an example of words that
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represent the characteristics of each cluster in search term
"speed." The characteristic of cluster1 is represented by
“test,” “line,” and “Internet,” and the characteristic of
cluster2 is represented by “movie,” “Jan,” and “Bont.”

calculated using (8).
(8)
We use the F-measure, which is a harmonic mean, for
comprehensive evaluation. (9) indicates the F-value
calculated by the F-measure.
(9)

Fig. 2. Example of words that represent each cluster.

III. EXPERIMENTS AND CONSIDERATION
This section describes two verification experiments
conducted to confirm the effectiveness of the proposed
method and discusses the experiment results. The first
experiment was a comparative experiment for indicators of
the importance of words. The second was a comparative
experiment for words used for the vector space method. We
conducted these two experiments in Japan for Japanese
search terms.
A. Comparative Experiment for Indicators of the
Importance of Words
1) Experiment method
Using (3), which is used in the conventional method that
uses the tf-idf method, and (4), which is used in the proposed
method, we calculated the importance of words, clustered
web pages, and compared the evaluations for the clustering
using each formula. The results verified the effectiveness of
the proposed method. The experiment using (4) was
conducted by changing the value of y, which is the degree of
importance for distance: the higher the value, the more
important the distance. We used all nouns in web pages for
the vector space method in this experiment.
In this experiment, we used the Purity/Inverse Purity
indicator to evaluate the clustering. This is an evaluation
indicator approving that what should belong to the same
cluster separate into multiple clusters. The Purity/Inverse
Purity indicator is defined as follows. The cluster set of
result is C={C1,…,Ci,…,CM}, and the cluster set of correct
results is L={L1,…,Lj,…,LK}. (5) calculates Precision(Ci, Lj)
of the cluster of result Ci for an arbitrary cluster of correct
result Lj.
(5)
Purity, a weighted average of maximum Precision, is
calculated using (6), where N is the number of all search
results.
(6)
(7) calculates Recall(Ci , Lj) of the cluster of result Ci for an
arbitrary cluster of correct result Lj.
(7)
Inverse Purity, a weighted average of maximum Recall, is

In this experiment, the value of was 0.5.
We calculated the F-value in each threshold for similarity of
clustering, changing the threshold in the range of 0.4 to 0.1,
and used the F-value to evaluate the clustering. We used the
Japanese search terms “スピード (“speed” in English),” “ト
レーナー (“trainer” and “sweatshirt” in English),” and “ワン
ピ ー ス (“onepiece” of comics and “one-piece dress” in
English),” each of which has multiple meanings. We clustered
100 web pages of search results obtained for each search term.
First, we created cluster sets of correct results for each search
term by hand.

Fig. 3. Results of the importance experiment for search term “スピード
(“speed”)”.

2) Results and considerations
Fig. 3 indicates that for search term “スピード,” y = 1.5 has
the highest evaluation and that y = 1.5 has a higher evaluation
than that with the conventional method for all thresholds.
Likewise, Fig. 5 indicates that for search term “ワンピース,”
y = 1.5 has the highest evaluation and that y = 1.5 has a higher
evaluation than that with the conventional method for all
thresholds. Fig. 4 indicates that for search term “トレーナー,”
though the conventional method has the highest evaluation for
some thresholds, y = 0.5 has the highest evaluation for the
threshold near 0.1, in which the evaluation is maximum. Thus,
the proposed method is effective when determining the value
of y well. However, no optimal value for y can be determined
because y = 1.5 is the best for search term “スピード” and “ワ
ンピース”, and y = 0.5 is the best for search term “トレーナ
ー ”. In this study, we focused on y = 1.0. The highest
evaluation (y = 1.0) is higher than that of the conventional
method for all search terms.
While the threshold decreases, the evaluation should
increase and after it reaches the highest point, the evaluation
should decrease. For search term “トレーナー”, after it
reached the highest point at the threshold 0.1, the evaluation
decreased with the decrease of the threshold. However, for
search term “ワンピース”, the evaluation did not reach the
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highest point and was increasing with the decrease of the
threshold. This indicates that for search term “ワンピース”,
web pages of search results were not classified for each
content well. The cluster set of correct results for search
term “ワンピース” has a cluster that has a large number of
elements. Due to (3) and (4) use idf, the importance of words
that represent a cluster that has a large number of elements
did not become high, and therefore this problem occurred.

evaluated the highest, and clustering using words for which
the distance is 5 or less is evaluated more highly than
clustering using all words at all thresholds. Moreover, Fig. 9
indicates that the processing time for clustering using words
for which the distance is 5 or less is one fourth that for
clustering using all words. Fig. 6 indicates that for search term
“スピード”, clustering using words for which the distance is
5 or less is more highly evaluated than clustering using all
words at most thresholds. In addition, the highest evaluation
of clustering using words for which the distance is 5 or less is
higher than that of clustering using all words, and the
processing time is one fourth that for clustering using all
words. Fig. 8 indicates that for search term “ワンピース”,
clustering using words for which the distance is 5 or less is
more highly evaluated than that using all words at most
thresholds, and the processing time is one eighth that for
clustering using all words. These results confirm the
effectiveness of using only words for which the distance is 5
or less.

Fig. 4. Results of the importance experiment for search term “トレーナー
(“trainer” and “sweatshirt”)”.

Fig. 6. Results of the word experiment for search term “スピード (“speed”)”.

Fig. 5. Results of the importance experiment for search term “ワンピース
(“onepiece” of comics and “one-piece dress”)”.

B. Comparative Experiment for Words Used for the
Vector Space Method
1) Experiment method
We used all the nouns in the web pages (below, all words)
and only words for which the distance to the search term is x
or less selected from all the nouns in the web pages. We
clustered the web pages and compared the evaluation and the
processing time for clustering using each word with the
vector space method. We verified the effectiveness of the
proposed method by comparison. This experiment was
conducted by changing the value for x, which is distance.
We used (4) in which y is 1.0 as an indicator of importance.
In this experiment, as in the first experiment, we calculated
the F-value at each threshold for similarity of clustering,
varying the threshold from 0.4 to 0.1, and compared the
F-value to evaluate the clustering. We used the Japanese
search terms “スピード (“speed”)”, “トレーナー (“trainer”
and “sweatshirt”)”, and “ワンピース (“onepiece” of comics
and “one-piece dress”)”, and clustered 100 web pages of
search results obtained for each search term.

Fig. 7. Results of the word experiment for search term “トレーナー (“trainer”
and “sweatshirt”)”.

As with the first experiment, for search term “ワンピース”,
the evaluation did not reach the highest point and was
increasing with the decrease of the threshold.

2) Results and considerations
Fig. 7 indicates that for search term “ ト レ ー ナ ー ”,
clustering using words for which the distance is 5 or less is

Fig. 8. Results of the word experiment for search term “ワンピース
(“onepiece” of comics and “one-piece dress”)”.
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Fig. 9. Processing time for clustering using each word.

IV. CONCLUSIONS
This study proposed a method to solve the problems of
web page clustering using the vector space method. First, we
attempted to resolve the low clustering accuracy by using a
new indicator of importance that consists of the distance to
the search term in the text and tf-idf. Second, we attempted
to resolve the high computational cost by using only words
that are close to the search term for the vector space method.
Third, we attempted to solve the problem that users must
spend time determining the contents of each cluster by
presenting three words that appear on more than half of all
pages in each cluster and have the highest importance.
The verification experiments indicated that the method
that uses only words for which the distance to the search
term is 5 or less and calculates the importance of words
using (4) in which y is 1.0 is more highly evaluated and has
shorter processing time for clustering than the conventional
method. Web pages of search results for search term that has
a cluster that has a large number of elements were not
classified for each content well.
As future work, we will attempt to determine more
appropriate values for x and y by conducting more
experiments for other search terms, compare the proposed
method and other methods, resolve a new problem indicated
by the experiment, and conduct experiments for other
languages.
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